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Trump's biggest blunder 

In four years, the outgoing American administration will have left its mark on 

world trade. Not for the better. Its unilateralism and the multiplication of customs 

duties have accelerated the decline - already underway - in world trade. While it 

sought to reduce the American Chinese trade deficit, Trump instead reinforced it, 

essentially penalizing American consumers and, more seriously, isolating the 

United States. 

 

Obsessed with the unravelling of the agreements signed by the Obama 

administration, Trump had left in 2017 the final talks for the TPP, the Trans-Pacific-

Partnership, with a bang. At the center of the former Democratic President's 

strategy of pivoting Asia, the highly ambitious TPP was to lower most trade 

barriers and marginalize China. China could only have participated in the TPP, 

eventually, at the cost of dramatic reforms and concessions. Trump, by his exit, 

killed this agreement in the bud. 

The new Biden administration inherits a delicate situation 

China opportunistically occupied the vacuum left by the United States 

 

Asia-Pacific free trade treaty announced 

Source: GZERO, UNCTAD 

 

Beijing, yet the target of Washington's trade and technology war, has managed to 

reach an agreement with its sub-region, including with US allies.  Despite its 

relatively limited content, the political significance of this agreement is 

considerable. The RCEP is the largest agreement ever signed between 15 countries 

in the region. It will regulate no less than 30% of the world's population and a 

third of the world's wealth produced. The list of participants is compelling. China, 
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Japan, South Korea, Australia and all the countries of 

Southeast Asia are on the list. Neither the United States, 

which borders the Pacific Ocean, nor India are included... 

No Asian country can afford to ignore China. Even less so 

in these times of pandemic, when the Chinese economy 

is starting up again with a vengeance... 

Trump’s ill-considered protectionism and unilateralism 

have opened a loophole for China 

He underestimated the economic weight and regional 

political importance of China 

 

China definitely takes the lead in Asian  

trade diplomacy 

During the 2016 campaign, to her great regret, Hilary 

Clinton had to declare her rejection of the TPP under 

pressure from the left wing of the party. Sanders, Warren 

& Co are indeed fervent defenders of American jobs and 

therefore of protectionism. Things have changed little 

today. Biden will most likely not be able to return to the 

(dying) TPP. Fundamentally, RCEP is relatively modest in 

his scope. Its essential achievement is to impose some 

order in all existing bilateral agreements and to 

harmonize tariffs’ schedules and rules of origin for 

regional trade. China is particularly comfortable with such 

a tailor-made agreement, which has limited practical 

constraints for it. 

 

A path of new strategic orientation could emerge 

through the restoration of the ...trans-Atlantic alliance. It 

would be a question of uniting the large Western 

democracies around a reinforced pole between the 

United States and Europe. Such a coalition would make it 

possible to contain, or even partially obey, the Chinese 

giant. A vast, medium-term project!  

 

The United States retains an essential role in Asian 

security. India, very wary of China, withdrew with great 

fanfare from the RCEP at the last minute. Lately, Modi 

has just strengthened its links with its ¨new strategic¨ 

allies through QUAD.   

The Democrats will be entangled in their internal 

contradictions 

They could opt for a transatlantic response/coalition... 

... and take advantage of India's gradual emancipation 

• Trump has opened a rift to China, which has quickly 

rushed in 

• Though RCEP is not a major blow to the US... 

• ...still, it will be hard for Biden to stand up to its rival, 

whose economic power continues to grow 

Currencies. The USD is at a 2-year low 

The USD is gently drifting to the lows of the year at a time 

the US stock market reaches historical highs. The DXY is in 

a negative territory after breaking an absolutely crucial 

support level at 92 and is already down more than 10% 

since its March peak. With this breakout, the way towards 

new long-term lows are widely opened. This does not 

come as a surprise as we were expecting this scenario 

before the US Elections. 

 

Investors are still heavily invested in the US, a situation that 

could reverse if growth elsewhere bounces back. Money 

managers have kept a high proportion of their assets 

invested in the US, according to BoA investor survey. The 

successful vaccines coupled with expectations of a less-

antagonistic trade policy from Biden administration will 

drive global growth and make the rest of the world more 

attractive. 

 

Citi hedge ratio  

Change in foreign investors' use of USD hedges on their 

holdings of US bonds (base 100 = Feb 2016) 

 

While interest rates are stuck at low levels in most 

developed markets, currencies will be a key investment 

element. A wave of hedging activity could lead foreign 

investors to sell a substantial amount of USD. Foreign 

investors built up huge pile of US bonds since late 2016, 

without taking offsetting bets to protect from currency 

fluctuations, according to the Citi hedge ratio. This ratio 

measures the outstanding currency derivatives  against 

foreign holdings of US bonds. It is at roughly half its 

summer 2016 peak. 

• Given that DXY has fallen in 7 of the last 10 December 

months, we favor an USD downside into year-end 
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Currencies. Yield spreads favor JPY appreciation  

The Japanese economy rebounded at a faster pace than 

expected in Q3. The GDP advanced by 5.0% Q/Q. 

However, the weaker contribution from private sector 

consumption and non-residential investment underlines 

the rationale for further stimulus. With Covid-19 cases still 

on the rise across the country and monetary policy 

already largely tapped out, we can expect another fiscal 

boost in December that could offset consumer sentiment 

collapse. While Finance Minister Aso warned of potential 

difficulties exporters should face with a weaker USD, it 

seems that, for now at least, the authorities remain more 

in a listening mode. 

 

USD/JPY 

Source: Bloomberg 

 

An uptick in leveraged JPY long positioning has recently 

materialized. Holdings have reached levels not seen in a 

little over a year even if most of the move has happened 

in Q1. The slight widening of the US-Japan 10-year yield 

spread from near 50bps in early August to c. 80bps have 

not altered the stronger JPY dynamic. Negative US real 

yield will maintain investors reticent regarding investing 

capital, or at least channeling fund flows into USD.  

If, as we expect, the USD/JPY tests  2020 lows, towards 

101, the authorities may find it harder to  resist verbal and 

attempt  to restrain JPY impetus. 

• Under such a scenario, we favor maintaining a bias 

towards JPY gains, at least against the USD 

 

Fixed income. European linkers, the last asset 

class that has not fully recovered yet 

If we look at the performance of the EU inflation linked 

bonds, they have underperformed nominal significantly 

since the corona crisis broke out back in March. The 10-

year Spanish linker lost 15% in March but has since 

bounced back and generated a return of 1.6% in 2020. 

The 10-year German inflation-linked bond has given a 

return of 0.4% this year. However, compared to the 

performance of the nominal bonds, the linkers are still 

lagging. The 10-year German government bond has 

produced a return of 2.4% since the beginning of the year. 

 

Part of the inflation-linked bonds underperformance is due 

to the decline in realized inflation and the decline in the 

break-even spread. If we break down the German linker 

performance, the inflation contributes for -0.4%, while the 

rise in the price gives a positive return 0.8%. The breakeven 

spread has declined – as real yields have not declined - by 

20bps and generated an underperformance of 2% relative 

to the nominal bond. 

 

European inflation expectations 

Source: Bloomberg 

 

Given the combination of the vaccine and significant fiscal 

and monetary stimuli combined with a string of base 

effects, European inflation is expected to bounce back next 

year. Inflation is coming from a very low actual level, but if 

we look at inflation forecasts for 2021 the EU inflation will 

only rise by 1% in 2021. This is very much in line with the 

average seen since 2018. This is more or less priced in the 

inflation swap market i.e. the 5y5y inflation swap market. 

However, it is not fully priced in the bond breakeven space.  

• We recommend buying the European inflation linked 

bond market 

 

Equities. The automobile sector, the 2020 star 

In 2020, the automotive, which is part of the Discretionary 

sector, recorded the best sub-sector performance with 

+62% and +48% if we include equipment manufacturers. 

It's still a surprise, though, as sales fell 80% in China, 

Europe and the US during strict lockdowns this spring. 

Over 10 months, car sales fell by 26.8% in Europe. In the 

United States, car sales are expected to fall 16% in 2020 

and 7% in China. 
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Source: Bloomberg 

  

The main explanation, and perhaps the only one for the 

moment, is the stock market weights and performance in 

2020 of Tesla and Nio. Tesla now weighs 34% (!) of the 

global automotive index with a performance of 610% and 

Nio for 5% with a performance of 1350%. 

 

The market caps of Tesla ($555 billion) and Nio ($74 

billion) are extraordinary compared to Toyota's $ 227 

billion or Volkswagen's $ 93 billion. Tesla's sales stand at 

$ 30 billion and Nio's at $ 2.4 billion, compared to 

Toyota's $ 245 billion or Volkswagen's $ 261 billion. 

 

Weight of car manufacturers. Total market  

capitalization of $ 1,600 billion. 

 

Weight of the main listed automotive suppliers. Total 

market capitalization of $ 211 billion. 

Tesla will enter the S&P 500 on December 21st, but also the 

S&P 500 Discretionary. With Amazon, a Big Tech under 

antitrust pressure, and Tesla, the Discretionary sector will 

become riskier with a beta of 1.3. Amazon will weigh 37% 

and Tesla 12%. 

 

The stock market performance of manufacturers is very 

heterogeneous due to the pandemic, but also to the 

electrical, connectivity and digital transition. The cars of 

tomorrow will behave like giant smartphones. New cars will 

improve their performance after leaving the dealers 

through constant updates. With its connected service 

OnStar, GM is launching a car insurance product whose 

premium is based on driver behavior (speed, number of 

kilometers per day, emergency braking, tire inflating, etc.) 

thanks to data coming from the software (internet 

connection) of the car. Tesla already offers this service, 

while Hyundai will start in early 2021. Manufacturers will 

monetize the massive collecting of data, coming from 

connected cars (computers, sensors), arriving in real time 

(thanks to 5G) at manufacturers and stored in cloud 

servers. 

 

Potential sources of data 

(source: Wall Street Journal, Otonomo,  

car image: cgtrader user Dennisp) 

 

Manufacturers will be able to sell this data to municipalities 

and companies to control the driving within their fleet of 

vehicles. There are many ideas for services. Through its 

Marketplace app, GM will offer price discounts on gasoline 

to the nearest station when the tank is nearly empty or 

Amazon orders delivered directly to the keyless car. GM will 

receive revenue from retailers for these promotions. Ford 
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estimates that data monetization could generate up to $ 

100 per vehicle per year. 

 

Consultant McKinsey estimates that data monetization 

will be worth more than $ 750 billion by 2030. But given 

current concerns about the management of private data 

(Facebook, Alphabet), data collection on connected 

vehicles will only be possible with the agreement of the 

driver. 

 

The electrification of cars is accelerating. GM will spend $ 

27 billion by 2025 to make 40% of its lineup all-electric. 

GM could spin-off its EV Growth Operations unit to 

create shareholder value, facilitate funding for its electric 

expansion and attract talent. GM is betting on all-electric, 

while others are in a phase of transition with the hybrid 

(electrification). The hybrid improves fuel efficiency, but 

adds complexity, and is no longer necessarily the only 

answer with falling battery costs. 

 

Morgan Stanley recently valued Tesla by integrating 

digital activities, such as insurance, mobility/ride-sharing, 

network services, which account for 50% of its total 

valuation. 

• US manufacturers seem to be ahead of Europe in 

connected and digital cars, and all-electric vehicles 

• Alliances will multiply, like that of Ford-Volkswagen, 

for a better allocation of capital 

• Analysts will gradually integrate connectivity and 

digital into their valuations of car manufacturers 

• With a technological component and alliances, the 

stock valuations of car manufacturers will probably 

go up 

• We maintain the other recommendations: 

Volkswagen (€ 200), Tesla ($ 700) and for their 

merger, Peugeot (€ 26) and FCA (€ 20) 

• Ferrari (€ 210) is a particular case with a valuation of 

a luxury company 
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Disclaimer - This document is solely for your information and under no circumstances is it to be used or considered as an offer, 

or a solicitation of an offer, to buy or sell any investment or other specific product. All information and opinions contained 

herein has been compiled from sources believed to be reliable and in good faith, but no representation or warranty, express or 

implied, is made as to their accuracy or completeness. The analysis contained herein is based on numerous assumptions and 

different assumptions could result in materially different results. Past performance of an investment is no guarantee for its 

future performance. This document is provided solely for the information of professional investors who are expected to make 

their own investment decisions without undue reliance on its contents. This document may not be reproduced, distributed or 

published without prior authority of PLEION SA. 
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